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ContextContext::
RichRich Internet Internet ApplicationApplication TestingTesting

Motivation: Motivation: 
Identifying a set of open issues and questions Identifying a set of open issues and questions 
regarding RIA testing regarding RIA testing 
Outlining possible solutions for a Outlining possible solutions for a jointjoint
discussiondiscussion..

ContextContext and and MotivationMotivation
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OutlineOutline

RIA representation models and Reverse RIA representation models and Reverse 
Engineering techniquesEngineering techniques
RIA testing techniques based on RIA testing techniques based on 
execution tracesexecution traces
Supporting toolsSupporting tools
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RIA user interface representation modelsRIA user interface representation models

EventEvent--InteractionInteraction--GraphGraph [A. M. Memon and Q. Xie. 
Studying the fault-detection effectiveness of GUI test cases for
rapidly evolving software.IEEE TSE, 2005]

ModelsModels the the flowflow of of eventsevents on the RIA UIon the RIA UI

Finite State Machine (FSM) ModelFinite State Machine (FSM) Model
Provides Provides anan abstractionabstraction on the UI of the RIA on the UI of the RIA 
mademade up of up of statesstates and and transitionstransitions

44
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1.1. FSM models the behaviour of an RIA.FSM models the behaviour of an RIA.
2.2. FSM represents all the elaboration states where the RIA receivesFSM represents all the elaboration states where the RIA receives any input any input 

solicitation by its user. solicitation by its user. 
3.3. Each state of the RIA is described by the client Interface shownEach state of the RIA is described by the client Interface shown to the user at that to the user at that 

interaction time.interaction time.
4.4. Each Each client interface client interface is characterized only by the subis characterized only by the sub--set of its set of its widgets widgets that are that are 

‘‘clickableclickable’’ or, more in general, that have a or, more in general, that have a registered event listener registered event listener and a and a 
corresponding corresponding event handlerevent handler. . 

5.5. Transitions Transitions are associated with user events that trigger the RIA migration tare associated with user events that trigger the RIA migration towards a owards a 
new state. new state. 

FSM

State WidgetClient Interface

Transition
Event

+Event Handler

10..1

*
11 *+prev

+next
1

1

*

1

FSM FSM Model of an RIAModel of an RIA

FSM conceptual model 
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FSM Reverse Engineering techniquesFSM Reverse Engineering techniques

The FSM Reverse Engineering problem has been addressed in some recent 
papers

[1] D. Amalfitano, A.R. Fasolino, P. Tramontana: Reverse Engineering Finite State Machines from Rich 
Internet Applications. WCRE 2008: 69-73 
[2] D. Amalfitano, A.R. Fasolino, P. Tramontana, Experimenting a Reverse Engineering Technique for 
Modelling the Behaviour of Rich Internet Applications, International Conference on Software Maintenance, 
ICSM 2009: 571-574 
[3] D. Amalfitano, A.R. Fasolino, P. Tramontana, A Tool-supported Process for Reliable Classification of Web 
Pages, accettato per la pubblicazione in International Conference on Advanced Software Engineering & Its 
Applications (ASEA 2009), Springer 
[4] D. Amalfitano, A.R. Fasolino, P. Tramontana, An Iterative Approach for the Reverse Engineering of Rich 
Internet Applications User Interfaces, submitted for publication

Papers [1, 2 , 3] describe a process based on the analysis of execution traces of the 
RIA, that generates a FSM model that needs to be validated manually at the end of 
the process.
Paper [4] describes an iterative variant of this process, where the manual validation 
of the FSM is performed at each process iteration.

This process will be illustrated in the following slides. 
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The iterative Reverse Engineering The iterative Reverse Engineering 
Process [4]Process [4]

1.1. User InteractionUser Interaction:: a user interacts with the RIA and triggers an eventa user interacts with the RIA and triggers an event

2.2. ExtractionExtraction: : information about current interface, fired user event and the usinformation about current interface, fired user event and the user er 
interface that is obtained after the event processing are automainterface that is obtained after the event processing are automatically retrieved tically retrieved 
and persistently storedand persistently stored

3.3. AbstractionAbstraction:: heuristic criteria evaluate the degree of similarity of the curheuristic criteria evaluate the degree of similarity of the current user rent user 
interface with the previously produced ones and propose a classiinterface with the previously produced ones and propose a classification of the fication of the 
interfaceinterface

4.4. Concept AssignmentConcept Assignment : the software engineer validates the classifications : the software engineer validates the classifications 
proposed by the heuristic criteria and accepts or refuses them. proposed by the heuristic criteria and accepts or refuses them. If the If the 
classification is refused, he has to propose the correct conceptclassification is refused, he has to propose the correct concept to be assigned. In to be assigned. In 
this way, the expert incrementally reconstructs a FSM modeling tthis way, the expert incrementally reconstructs a FSM modeling the behavior of he behavior of 
the RIA GUIthe RIA GUI

5.5. Termination criterion evaluationTermination criterion evaluation ::
event coverage, or coverage event coverage, or coverage 
of known scenarios,of known scenarios,
or the effort (or the effort (e.ge.g, the time spent) , the time spent) 
devoted to the whole process devoted to the whole process 
can be considered. can be considered. 

2. Extraction
3.Abstraction

1. User
Interaction

4. Concept
Assignment

5. Termination
Criteria

FSM Model2. Extraction
3.Abstraction

1. User
Interaction

4. Concept
Assignment

5. Termination
Criteria

FSM Model
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AnAn exampleexample of of obtained obtained FSMFSM

88

The FSM Model of the application The FSM Model of the application TuDuTuDu: : 
http://http://app.ess.ch/tudu/welcome.actionapp.ess.ch/tudu/welcome.action
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Examples of widgets extracted from a RIA interface Examples of widgets extracted from a RIA interface 
and used for interface clustering:and used for interface clustering:

2

3

4

6

7

1

1 1 –– FormForm
2 2 –– ButtonButton
3 3 –– ButtonButton
4 4 –– ButtonButton
5 5 –– ButtonButton
6 6 –– LinkLink
7 7 –– LinkLink

Some Some detailsdetails aboutabout the interface the interface 
clusteringclustering approachapproach

AnAn ExampleExample of  of  ClientClient Interface and Interface and 
the the selectedselected widgetswidgets::

5
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Id_widgetId_widget AttributeAttribute ValueValue XpathXpath UnindexedUnindexed xpathxpath UnindexedxpathIDUnindexedxpathID ActiveActive

54825482 actionaction ## //htmlhtml[2]/body[1]/[2]/body[1]/formform[1][1] //htmlhtml/body//body/formform //htmlhtml/body//body/formform truetrue

54755475 typetype buttonbutton //htmlhtml[2]/body[1]/[2]/body[1]/formform[1]/input[3][1]/input[3] //htmlhtml/body//body/formform/input/input htmlhtml/body//body/formform/input/input truetrue

54755475 onclickonclick "avvia()""avvia()" //htmlhtml[2]/body[1]/[2]/body[1]/formform[1]/input[3][1]/input[3] //htmlhtml/body//body/formform/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/formform/input/input truetrue

54765476 typetype buttonbutton /html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[1]/input[1]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[1]/input[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv[@id=[@id=‘‘contaicontai
ner1ner1’’]/input]/input

truetrue

54765476 onclickonclick ""new_linknew_link()"()" /html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[1]/input[1]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[1]/input[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv[@id=[@id=‘‘contaicontai
ner1ner1’’]/input]/input

truetrue

54775477 typetype buttonbutton /html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[1]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input TrueTrue

54775477 onclickonclick ""gestgest ('('users.xmlusers.xml')"')" /html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[1]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input TrueTrue

54785478 typetype buttonbutton /html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[2]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[2] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv[@id=[@id=‘‘contaicontai
ner2ner2’’]/input]/input

FalseFalse

54785478 OnclickOnclick ""gestgest
((‘‘admins.xmladmins.xml')"')"

/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[2]/html[2]/body[1]/div[1]/div[2]/input[2] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv/input/input htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv//divdiv[@id=[@id=‘‘containcontain
er2er2’’]/input]/input

FalseFalse

54795479 HrefHref page1.htmlpage1.html //htmlhtml[2]/body[1]/[2]/body[1]/divdiv[2]/a[1][2]/a[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv/a/a //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv/a/a truetrue

54805480 hrefhref page2.htmlpage2.html //htmlhtml[2]/body[1]/[2]/body[1]/divdiv[2]/a[1][2]/a[1] //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv/a/a //htmlhtml/body//body/divdiv/a/a truetrue

Examples of widget attributesExamples of widget attributes

1

6

7

2

3

4

5
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Heuristic criteria for interface clusteringHeuristic criteria for interface clustering

-- C1)C1) two interfaces are equivalent and can be clustered if they havetwo interfaces are equivalent and can be clustered if they have the same the same 
number of widgets with the same subset of attributes.number of widgets with the same subset of attributes.

-- C2)C2) two interfaces are equivalent two interfaces are equivalent and can be clustered and can be clustered if they have the same if they have the same 
number of number of enabledenabled widgets with the same subset of attributes.widgets with the same subset of attributes.

--C3)C3) two interfaces are equivalent two interfaces are equivalent and can be clustered and can be clustered if they contain:if they contain:
-- the same set of containers having thethe same set of containers having the same type of widgetssame type of widgets. . 

--C4)C4) two interfaces are equivalent two interfaces are equivalent and can be clustered and can be clustered if they contain if they contain the same set the same set 
of containers with the same ID, containing theof containers with the same ID, containing the same type of widgetssame type of widgets. . 

-- A container is implemented by tags such as DIV, TABLE, etcA container is implemented by tags such as DIV, TABLE, etc……
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Examples of heuristic clustering criteria Examples of heuristic clustering criteria 
applications applications 

This widget make 
the difference for C1

This widget make 
the difference for C2

- Interface I1 is equivalent to 
interface I2 according to C1, 
while they are not 
equivalent according to C2

- Interface I2 is equivalent to 
interface I3 according to
C3, while they are not 
equivalent according to
C2

- Interface I3 is equivalent to 
interface I4 according to 
C3, while they are not 
equivalent according to C4

Interface I1 Interface I2

Interface I3 Interface I4

This widget make 
the difference for C4
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A first A first observationobservation

The The proposedproposed reverse engineering reverse engineering processprocess reliesrelies on a set on a set 
of RIA of RIA executionexecution tracestraces whichwhich are are manuallymanually collectedcollected..
In In orderorder toto improveimprove the the efficiencyefficiency of the of the processprocess, , 
executionexecution tracestraces maymay bebe collectedcollected automaticallyautomatically. . OurOur
currentcurrent work work isis addressingaddressing the the followingfollowing questionsquestions::

Question 1Question 1: is it possible to reconstruct the FSM model using a : is it possible to reconstruct the FSM model using a 
set of artificially set of artificially builtbuilt executionexecution tracestraces, , suchsuch asas thosethose obtainedobtained
usingusing a RIA a RIA rippingripping ((crawlingcrawling) ) techniquetechnique??

QuestionQuestion 22: : howhow shouldshould the reverse engineering the reverse engineering processprocess bebe
modifiedmodified??
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A possible variant of the Reverse Engineering A possible variant of the Reverse Engineering 
Process based on RIA crawling techniques Process based on RIA crawling techniques 

Similar to the iterative process, except for:Similar to the iterative process, except for:
The Interaction with the RIA is performed by automatic firing ofThe Interaction with the RIA is performed by automatic firing of user user 
events; events; 

For each RIA user interface, the set of For each RIA user interface, the set of firablefirable events are stored in a list and events are stored in a list and 
triggered according to a given navigation strategy (such as depttriggered according to a given navigation strategy (such as depth h 
first/breadth first ones);first/breadth first ones);

In the Abstraction step, just one heuristic criterion is used foIn the Abstraction step, just one heuristic criterion is used for the r the 
clustering (the criterion is a process input);clustering (the criterion is a process input);
The Concept Assignment step The Concept Assignment step may not bemay not be executed at all.executed at all.

The output of the process will include:The output of the process will include:
a FSM=(S, T, E), S={ GUI state}   T={ transition }  E={event}a FSM=(S, T, E), S={ GUI state}   T={ transition }  E={event}
A set of automatically generated execution traces.A set of automatically generated execution traces.

Relevant Process factors:Relevant Process factors:
The event navigation strategy (breadth first or depth first)The event navigation strategy (breadth first or depth first)
The criterion used to stop the explorationThe criterion used to stop the exploration
The interface clustering criterion.The interface clustering criterion.
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Details about the RIA Crawling based Details about the RIA Crawling based 
processprocess

The analysis starts from the home page of the RIA (with a reset The analysis starts from the home page of the RIA (with a reset db db 
and restarted Web server)and restarted Web server)
For each RIA user interface, the set of For each RIA user interface, the set of firablefirable events are stored in a events are stored in a 
list  and navigated according to a depth first/breadth first strlist  and navigated according to a depth first/breadth first strategyategy
An event triggering causes the reaching of a new interfaceAn event triggering causes the reaching of a new interface

If the interface is equivalent to an already visited one, accordIf the interface is equivalent to an already visited one, according to the ing to the 
chosen heuristic equivalence criteriachosen heuristic equivalence criteria

The navigation is stoppedThe navigation is stopped
The sequence of events triggered from the home page to the curreThe sequence of events triggered from the home page to the current one nt one 
are savedare saved
The navigation restarts from the home page and follows the direcThe navigation restarts from the home page and follows the direction of an tion of an 
event that has not already been triggeredevent that has not already been triggered

Optionally, another trace termination criterion based on a maximOptionally, another trace termination criterion based on a maximum depth could um depth could 
be consideredbe considered
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Some Some questionsquestions

UsingUsing the the proposedproposed Reverse Reverse EngEng. . processesprocesses, , wewe are are 
ableable toto obtainobtain a seta set of RIA of RIA executionexecution tracestraces ..

Question 3Question 3: may we use the execution traces (either : may we use the execution traces (either 
generated by RIA crawling, or by generated by RIA crawling, or by manualmanual explorationexploration
of the of the applicationapplication) ) forfor the the aimsaims of of testingtesting??

QuestionQuestion 3.13.1: which test case generation : which test case generation techniquetechnique
can be proposed?can be proposed?
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A first test case generation techniqueA first test case generation technique

Test generation Test generation techniquetechnique: : TransformTransform eacheach executionexecution
tracetrace intointo a test case.a test case.

Test Case=Sequence of fired events and assertionsTest Case=Sequence of fired events and assertions
Fired events are described as events on widgets of an interfaceFired events are described as events on widgets of an interface
Assertions may be of two types:Assertions may be of two types:

based on the verification of generic properties of the RIA based on the verification of generic properties of the RIA behaviorbehavior, , 
such as:such as:

absence of absence of JavascriptJavascript crashes;crashes;
absence of server response timeouts (e.g. for missing server absence of server response timeouts (e.g. for missing server 
resources);resources);

Based on the verification of equivalence conditions between Based on the verification of equivalence conditions between 
expected GUI states and actual ones.expected GUI states and actual ones.

Test Case Test Case SetSet--upup requiresrequires start start operationsoperations suchsuch asas: : db reset to a known db reset to a known 
state, Web server restart, RIA home page reloadstate, Web server restart, RIA home page reload
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TestingTesting problemsproblems associatedassociated withwith the the 
proposedproposed test generation test generation techniquetechnique

a)a) Test Suite Minimization problemTest Suite Minimization problem

b)b) AssessingAssessing the the effectivenesseffectiveness of test of test 
suite generation suite generation techniquestechniques

c)c) DefinitionDefinition of test of test oraclesoracles
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A) Test Suite Minimization problemA) Test Suite Minimization problem

Test suites generated by the proposed technique Test suites generated by the proposed technique 
may need to be reduced in order to improve may need to be reduced in order to improve 
testing process efficiency.testing process efficiency.
Which reduction techniques are applicable?Which reduction techniques are applicable?
Can we use classical reduction techniques to get Can we use classical reduction techniques to get 
minimal test suites that assure preminimal test suites that assure pre--defined defined 
coverage criteria?coverage criteria?

A reduction technique was proposed in Giuseppe A. A reduction technique was proposed in Giuseppe A. DiDi LuccaLucca, Anna Rita , Anna Rita 
FasolinoFasolino, Porfirio Tramontana: A Technique for Reducing User Session , Porfirio Tramontana: A Technique for Reducing User Session 
Data Sets in Web Application Testing. WSE 2006: 7Data Sets in Web Application Testing. WSE 2006: 7--13 13 
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Examples of coverage criteria usable for Examples of coverage criteria usable for 
minimization aims minimization aims 

With respect to the abstracted FSM:With respect to the abstracted FSM:
FSM state coverageFSM state coverage
FSM transition coverageFSM transition coverage
FSM event coverageFSM event coverage
FSM KFSM K--length path coveragelength path coverage

With respect to the application code:With respect to the application code:
JavascriptJavascript function call coveragefunction call coverage
JavascriptJavascript function call sequence coverage function call sequence coverage [[MemonMemon et al. Callet al. Call--Stack Stack 
Coverage for GUI Test Suite Reduction, IEEE TSE 2008]Coverage for GUI Test Suite Reduction, IEEE TSE 2008]

JavascriptJavascript function code coverage function code coverage 
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B) B) AssessingAssessing test suite test suite effectivenesseffectiveness

A A possiblepossible approachapproach::
assessingassessing the the effectivenesseffectiveness of test of test suitessuites byby
evaluatingevaluating theirtheir defectdefect detection detection capabilitycapability on a on a faultfault--
seededseeded versionversion of the RIA.of the RIA.

FaultsFaults can can bebe defineddefined::
According to a RIA fault model, orAccording to a RIA fault model, or
By analysing known defects of the RIA retrieved By analysing known defects of the RIA retrieved 
from its CVS.from its CVS.

Testing Effectiveness evaluation can be based on the Testing Effectiveness evaluation can be based on the 
number of detected faults.number of detected faults.
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C) C) TestingTesting OracleOracle definitiondefinition

WhichWhich typestypes of of testingtesting oraclesoracles can can bebe usedused??
Which types of assertions are usable?Which types of assertions are usable?

Assertions may specify:Assertions may specify:
A) A) generic properties of the RIA behavior, such as:generic properties of the RIA behavior, such as:

Absence of Javascript crashes;Absence of Javascript crashes;
Absence of server side exceptions (such as response timeouts forAbsence of server side exceptions (such as response timeouts for
missing server resources);missing server resources);

B) specific properties of the RIA B) specific properties of the RIA behaviorbehavior that can be deduced that can be deduced 
from client interface analysis, such as:from client interface analysis, such as:

equivalence conditions between expected GUI states and actual equivalence conditions between expected GUI states and actual 
ones.ones.
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ValidationValidation

The The outlinedoutlined test generation test generation approachapproach, , 
and and possiblepossible solutionssolutions toto the the listedlisted
problemsproblems shouldshould bebe investigatedinvestigated byby
experimentsexperiments..
ExperimentalExperimental activitiesactivities willwill havehave toto bebe
designeddesigned and and executedexecuted withwith tooltool supportsupport..
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ToolTool supportsupport (1/3)(1/3)

MostMost of the of the testingtesting activitiesactivities can can bebe supportedsupported byby ourour
prototypeprototype toolstools::

a tool for recording user sessions (and generating the FSM of a tool for recording user sessions (and generating the FSM of 
the RIA) (the RIA) (CReRIACReRIA) () (alreadyalready availableavailable))
A crawler tool for generating execution traces automatically A crawler tool for generating execution traces automatically 
((CRAWLRIACRAWLRIA) (In Progress)) (In Progress)
A tool for transforming execution traces into SeleniumA tool for transforming execution traces into Selenium--
executable test cases, and executable test cases, and implementingimplementing a test suite a test suite 
minimizationminimization techniquetechnique ((TestRIATestRIA) (in progress)) (in progress)
A A tooltool thatthat replicatesreplicates executionexecution tracestraces and and performsperforms severalseveral
coveragecoverage analysesanalyses, and , and detectsdetects runrun--timetime JavascriptJavascript errorserrors and and 
server server exceptionsexceptions ((DynaRIADynaRIA) () (alreadyalready availableavailable))
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ToolTool supportsupport (2/3)(2/3)

CreRiaCreRia
Supports the interactive and automatic reverse engineering Supports the interactive and automatic reverse engineering 
processesprocesses
Collects user session traces and assesses their coverage Collects user session traces and assesses their coverage 
degree as: degree as: 

#user events fired on analysed interfaces/#user events that are #user events fired on analysed interfaces/#user events that are 
firablefirable

CrawlRiaCrawlRia
Crawls a RIA according to a given heuristic clustering Crawls a RIA according to a given heuristic clustering 
criterion, and produces a set of session tracescriterion, and produces a set of session traces

TestRiaTestRia
Transforms traces (obtained either by the Transforms traces (obtained either by the crawlRiacrawlRia or by or by 
CReRiaCReRia) in executable test cases (as Selenium executable ) in executable test cases (as Selenium executable 
tests)tests)
Minimise test suites according to coverage criteriaMinimise test suites according to coverage criteria
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ToolTool supportsupport (3/3)(3/3)

DynaRIADynaRIA
Executes collected traces in order to detect:Executes collected traces in order to detect:

JS  JS  errorserrors
Network Network exceptionsexceptions

Extracts a log of the sequence of executed scripts and network Extracts a log of the sequence of executed scripts and network 
requests (synchronous and/or asynchronous) during trace executiorequests (synchronous and/or asynchronous) during trace executionn

Assesses the Assesses the JavascriptJavascript coverage of an execution trace as:coverage of an execution trace as:
#JS  function executed/# JS functions#JS  function executed/# JS functions
#JS code line executes/#JS code lines #JS code line executes/#JS code lines 

Generates interaction diagrams (e.g. sequence diagrams) of the Generates interaction diagrams (e.g. sequence diagrams) of the 
traced executionstraced executions

Generates a EFG of traced executionsGenerates a EFG of traced executions
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A A snapshotsnapshot fromfrom CreRiaCreRia TOOLTOOL

2727
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TestCaseRiaTestCaseRia GUI: A GUI: A snapshotsnapshot

2828
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DynaRiaDynaRia snapshotssnapshots

2929
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JS JS functionfunction callcall--NetworkNetwork requestrequest in a in a sequencesequence
diagramdiagram model (3 model (3 –– level view)level view)

3030
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JS JS functionfunction callcall--NetworkNetwork requestrequest in a in a sequencesequence
diagramdiagram model (multi model (multi –– level view)level view)
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ConclusionsConclusions

WeWe waitwait forfor youryour feedback feedback aboutabout thesethese ideasideas..
We would like to present some of these ideas in We would like to present some of these ideas in 
a position paper for TESTBEDSa position paper for TESTBEDS
We are trying to obtain some preliminary We are trying to obtain some preliminary 
experimentalexperimental data to data to discussdiscuss at TESTBEDS.at TESTBEDS.
We may present some of our tools either in a We may present some of our tools either in a 
tool demo in TESTBEDS, or in a tool demo in TESTBEDS, or in a slideshowslideshow toto
share via Web. share via Web. 
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